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Planning and Combination (Planning and Acquisition) Project Proposal 

List all related projects previously funded or reviewed by RCO: 

Project # or Name Status 

Status of Prior Phase Deliverables and 

Relationship to Current Proposal? 

 Choose a status   

 Choose a status   

 Choose a status   

If previous project was not funded, describe how the current proposal differs from the original. 

Please respond to each question individually. Do not summarize your answers collectively in essay 

format. Local citizen and technical advisory groups will use this information to evaluate your 

project. Limit your response to ten pages (single-sided). You may delete the italicized portion 

of the questions and inapplicable supplemental questions to shorten the proposal. 

RCO Manual 18, Salmon Recovery Grants section and appendix references are available at 

www.rco.wa.gov/doc_pages/manuals_by_number.shtml. 

Submit this proposal as a PRISM attachment titled “Project Proposal.” 

NOTE: Sponsors of barrier inventory projects should NOT fill out this proposal. They instead 

should use the Barrier Inventory Project Proposal. 

1. Project Location. Please describe the geographic location, water bodies, and the 

location of the project in the watershed, i.e. nearshore, tributary, main stem, off-

channel, etc. 

The assessment will be developed to consider the entire watersheds on a ridge to ridge top 

approach for stream reaches in Asotin County including Asotin Creek, George Creek, Couse 

Creek and Tenmile Creek and conducted within the Asotin County boundary downstream from 

Garfield County on Alpowa Creek.  The assessment will be completed on both major and minor 

spawning areas and in priority protection and restoration reaches (rearing, over-wintering and 

spawning areas) for both major and minor population groups. 

2. Brief Project Summary. Summarize your project in a few sentences. Please be brief, 

you will be asked for details in the following questions. 

Project Number 15-1308 

Project Name Asotin County Geomorphic/Watershed Assessment  

Sponsor Asotin County Conservation District 

http://www.rco.wa.gov/doc_pages/manuals_by_number.shtml
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The project will develop a geomorphic/watershed assessment and conceptual restoration plan.  

The assessment will evaluate existing information, conduct habitat surveys, identify priority 

projects and locations and develop conceptual restoration approaches and/or preliminary 

design concepts.   

 

3. Problems Statement. Please describe the problems your project seeks to address by 

answering the following questions. 

A. Describe the problem including the source and scale. Describe the site, 

reach, and watershed conditions. Describe how those conditions impact salmon 

populations. Include current and historic factors important to understanding the 

problem. 

Habitat condition and function has been degraded through much of the watersheds that will be 

included in this assessment.  River channel complexity has been reduced through past channel 

management including channel confinement, removal of snags and clearing of riparian forests.  

Residential development, recreational and agricultural use in the floodplain has increased the 

channel confinement.  This project will provide quantifiable information on the extent of habitat 

restoration needs and options within the reach so that restoration dollars can be directed 

toward priority projects.   

Past and current restoration efforts in the basin are often in reaction to flood damage or due to 

a request for assistance from a landowner.  While these approaches have resulted in habitat 

improvements throughout the watersheds, it does not necessarily result in high impact actions 

in high priority locations. This assessment is part of a larger effort to guide restoration dollars 

toward restoring ecosystem function in Asotin County.  Having this assessment completed will 

aid the District in directing future funding to ensure high priority projects are implemented in 

locations that will. 

 

B. List the fish resources present at the site and targeted by your project. 

Species 

Life History Present (egg, 

juvenile, adult) 

Current Population Trend (decline, 

stable, rising) 

Endangered 

Species Act 

Coverage (Y/N) 

Snake 

River 

Steelhead 

All Increasing Y 

Snake 

River 

Spring 

Chinook 

All Increasing Y 
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Columbia 

River Bull 

Trout 

All Stable Y 

Snake 

River fall 

Chinook 

All stable Y 

C. Describe the limiting factors, and limiting life stages (by fish species) 

that your project expects to address. 

This assessment will evaluate existing information, conduct habitat assessment in the field, 

conduct field surveys for designs, and develop conceptual designs for salmon habitat 

restoration.  The guiding principle of this assessment will be to focus on improving all the 

habitat factors limiting salmon production in the Snake River Salmon Recovery Plan and Asotin 

Subbasin Plan and survival in Asotin County watersheds, including fine sediment, channel 

stability, key habitat diversity and quantity, temperature, fish passage and flow.   This project 

seeks to address limiting factors for all fish species present in the identified watersheds. To meet 

this goal we will work closely with the Lead Entity RTT and partners at all stages of the project to 

ensure high priority salmon projects result from the assessment and project designs.   

4. Project Goals and Objectives.  

A. What are your project’s goals?  

The purpose of the proposal (to support an assessment and develop a conceptual restoration 

strategy) is to put the significant fish-bearing stream reaches in Asotin County watersheds on 

the same footing as the other priority watersheds within the Middle Snake subregion, for 

purposes of salmon recovery planning and implementation in the State of Washington. 

Therefore, Tthe goal is to develop a geomorphic/watershed assessment and conceptual 

restoration plan for the identified watersheds and to produce at least conceptual reach designs 

for as much of the project areas identified throughout the project that addresses .  the current 

degraded habitat condition and function by increasing channel complexity and confinement, 

restoration of riparian areas, and implement BMP’s on working lands.  

 

B. What are your project’s objectives?  

The objectives of this project are: 

 Coordinate and collaborate amongst local partners throughout the project – seek to 

assemble a local technical team (Asotin Technical Team) to assist in scoping and 

developing the assessment and stakeholder team (Asotin Citizen Team) to provide input 

and vet project details. 
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 Conduct an assessment of existing conditions and existing available data to inform the 

assessment and limit duplication of effort, to be done during the initial stage of the 

project. 

 Produce a written report summarizing existing habitat condition and describing desired 

future condition (part of the geomorphic assessment and conceptual restoration plan 

document). 

 A conceptual design for at least one landowner.  It will be the goal of this project to 

produce conceptual designs for as many priority locations as possible.  If funding allows, 

take this concept to a preliminary design. 

 Conceptual restoration plan that addresses that can be used to communicate project 

concepts that address the identified limiting factors incorporating information that has 

been gleaned through the assessment process with input from both the Technical and 

Citizens Team.  This plan will include , including project prioritization, for the watersheds 

identified in this proposal and will provide the basis to move forward to final design and 

project implementation..  

C. What are the assumptions and constraints that could impact whether 

you achieve your objectives?  

Successful coordination and collaboration amongst project partners and 

citizen stakeholders is key to ensuring the success of this project – the project 

sponsor has initiated coordination and invited partners to participate in the 

project already.  The technical and citizen teams will be developed, consisting 

of interested parties.   

Key deliverables from current ongoing work (LiDAR and Sediment Budget) 

needs to be completed in a timely fashion. 

Both of these potential constraints are known and key priorities.  Pre-project 

work has been completed and working relationships developed to ensure 

that these potential constraints do not impact the project. 

5. Project Details.  

A. Provide a narrative description of your proposed project.  

The assessment will be used to help determine how the reach is functioning as a river system 

and how it may respond to anticipated natural and human disturbances.  The assessment will 

incorporate existing data and information collected during this project.   
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Priority reaches identified by the Asotin Technical Team and SRSRB Lead Entity RTT will undergo 

field reconnaissance conducted to ground truth predicted conditions and to validate the priority 

list of projects.  In addition to field recon and technical team recommendations, stakeholder 

agreement with the RTT recommended options will be used to set final priority for field surveys 

and designs.  Precise field methods will be developed between the project sponsor and the 

consultant hired to conduct the assessment, with input from the technical team and RTT.  

Methods selected will support data collection to answer the following key questions: 

 To what extent is the existing stream channel providing habitat complexity for salmonids 

and what limiting factors could be addressed through restoration in each of the 

identified watershed reaches? 

 What are the extents of the floodplain and riparian zones and what is the connectivity to 

the stream, both past and present? 

a. Are the identified reaches geomorphically stable or unstable (avulsion or change 

in channel type)? 

 What is the current and long-term average rates of bank erosion and channel migration? 

 What is the trajectory (or response) of the identified stream reaches to currently active 

processes under (1) current conditions, and (2) proposed conceptual project conditions? 

 How does active stream management change natural channel form -- past, present, and 

future? 

 What is the influence of human actions, upstream and downstream, on the stream 

reaches of interest – past, present, and future? 

 What is the influence of land uses throughout the watershed on the stream systems -- 

past, present, and future? 

 Does the transportation infrastructure influence stream dynamics? 

Field variables that will be measured during field reconnaissance and detailed field surveys will 

plan to follow protocols identified by Annable 1996 and Jordan et al. 2009, depending on input 

from the technical team and contractor.  These include detailed longitudinal profile and 

topographic surveys to characterize geomorphology, flow, sediment transport, and 

infrastructure conditions.   Environmental variables that will be measured include channel shape 

and slope, bank full floodplain elevations, point bar slopes, LWD abundance, head cuts, pool 

frequency, riparian vegetation, and presence of river levees.  Measurements will be used to 

guide the restoration actions proposed for design in a given reach. 
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Design alternatives produced in this assessment would include but may not be limited to 

projects that address the key limiting factors identified in the Snake River Salmon Recovery Plan 

and Asotin sub-basin Plan.  The limiting factors for Asotin populations including fine sediment, 

channel stability, key habitat diversity and quantity, temperature, fish passage and flow.    

B. Provide a scope of work.  

 

 Task 1:  Assemble the Asotin Technical Team and Asotin Citizen Team.  

o Timeline: January 2016, work done previously. 

o Responsible Party: Project Sponsor 

 

 Task 2:  Review LiDAR and Sediment Budget Assessment data, IMW data and any other 

previously collected data and evaluate project opportunities and identify any data gaps. 

o Timeline:  January-March 2016 

o Responsible Party:  Contractor with assistance from the Technical Team.   

 

 Task 3:  Conduct field reconnaissance.  The task would involve site visits and field 

measurements.  Detailed report of each field visit would be prepared in the final report 

and the information would be presented to the Technical Team for final project 

prioritization. This task would include the identification of potential parcels for 

conservation easements.     

o Timeline:  March – October  2016 

o Responsible Party:  This task would be performed by project contractor and 

available technical personnel.   

 

 Task 4:  Identify restoration options for conceptual designs. This task would comprise 

meetings with landowners to determine if restoration concepts are agreeable to all 

involved prior to moving to site surveys and designs.  It would also include reviewing 

parcel maps and coordination with a land trust and/or other organizations that fund 

conservation easements to provide landowners with easement options   

o Timeline:  October 2016 - February 2017 

o Responsible Party:  This task would be performed by the Technical Team, Citizen 

Team and the project contractor.   

 

 Task 5:  Conduct detailed field surveys on selected design sites. 

o Timeline:  October 2016 - September 2017 

o Responsible Party:  This task would be conducted by the project contractor and 

would involve detailed field measurements, and modeling need to develop the 

recommended and agreed restoration concept. 

 

 Task 6:  Prepare designs and assessment report providing field summaries along with 

rational for the decision process.  

o Timeline:  September 2017 – November 2017 
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o Responsible Party:  This task would be conducted by the contractor with review 

by the Technical and Citizen Teams. 

 

 Task 7:  Finalize the Geomorphic Assessment and Conceptual Restoration Plan 

o Timeline:  November 2017 – January 2018. 

o Responsible Party:  This task would be conducted by the contractor with review 

by the Technical and Citizen Teams. 

o Deliverable:  Asotin County Watersheds Geomorphic Assessment and Conceptual 

Restoration Plan including delivering GIS layers and printed and electronic 

documents. 

C. Explain how you determined your cost estimates.  

The cost estimate is based on comparable assessment recently conducted in the Tucannon River 

and Touchet River. 

D. How have lessons learned from completed projects or monitoring 

studies informed your project?  

We are taking the same approach that was used for the Asotin Model Watershed and Asotin 

Subbasin Planning efforts.  We will ensure that the effort is locally based including stakeholders 

and local landowners input.  The project deliverables are modeled after the previously 

completed Tucannon geomorphic assessment and conceptual restoration plan. 

6. If your project includes an assessment or inventory (NOTE project may extend 

across a wide area and cover multiple properties). 

A. Describe any previous or ongoing assessment or inventory work in your 

project’s geographic area and how this project will build upon, rather 

than duplicate, the completed work. 

The Asotin Creek Intensively Monitored Watershed (IMW) is currently underway for Charley 

Creek and North and South Forks of Asotin Creek.  This assessment will be completed for the 

watersheds outside those areas.  The District has already been in contact with Stephen Bennett 

and Reid Camp from Ecological Inc. who is contracted for the IMW regarding this project to 

discussed how to collaborate and partner to ensure both projects will benefit.  Existing 

information will be pulled from the Asotin Subbasin Plan and Snake River Salmon Recovery Plan.  

7. If your project includes developing a design: 

A. Will your project be designed by a licensed professional engineer? 
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Yes, the project sponsor anticipates that a licensed professional engineer will be 

part of the contracted group. 

8. Will you apply for permits as part of this project’s scope? 

 

No 

A. If not, please explain why and when you will submit permits. 

No, this project will only provide conceptual designs.  Potential projects will be identified and 

full designs completed once landowner agreements have been completed and additional 

funding secured for designs and implementation. It will be at that time the permits will be 

secured.  

9. Context within the Local Recovery Plan. 

A. Discuss how this project fits within your regional recovery plan and/or 

local lead entity’s strategy to restore or protect salmonid habitat (i.e., 

addresses a priority action, occurs in a priority area, or targets a priority fish 

species). 

The assessment will be completed on both major and minor spawning areas and in priority 

protection and restoration reaches as identified in the Snake River Salmon Recovery Plan and 3 

year work plan.  The project addresses the goal of conducting a geomorphic based assessment 

targeting large river reaches that will lead to the development of a conceptual restoration plan.  

The project will benefit listed Chinook and steelhead. 

B. Explain why it is important to do this project now instead of later. 

(Consider its sequence relative to other needs in the watershed and the current 

level and imminence of risk to habitat). 

This project will serve as a guide for future restoration activities throughout the county.  This will 

allow the District board to direct funds to projects that will have a positive impact of habitat in 

an effective manner. 

C. If your project is a part of a larger overall project or strategy, describe 

the goal of the overall strategy, explain individual sequencing steps, and 

which of these steps is included in this application for funding. Attach a 

map in PRISM that illustrates how this project fits into the overall strategy, if 

relevant.  –  

No, this assessment will result in a larger plan for Asotin County watersheds. 
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10. Project Proponents and Partners. Please answer the following questions about your 

organization and others involved in the project. 

A. Describe your experience managing this type of project. 

The Asotin County Conservation District has been successfully implementing conservation and 

habitat improvement projects throughout Asotin County for several years.  Staff and/or 

supervisors have participated in previous planning efforts including the Asotin Creek Model 

Watershed Plan, Asotin Subbasin Plan and Snake River Salmon Recovery Plan.    

B. List all landowner names. 

The project reach covers a large number of landowners >50.  Landowner agreement forms 

would be signed before conducting surveys and designs on a specific property. 

C. List project partners and their roles and contributions to the project. 

Snake River Salmon Recovery Board Staff and SRSRB Lead Entity Regional Technical Team 

(including the NRCS, USFS, WDFW, NPT, NOAA, etc.) – from this group the Asotin Technical 

Team will be created. 

Bonneville Power Administration – Matching funding through existing contract with the project 

sponsor and additional technical support. 

Asotin IMW Contractor (Ecological Inc.) – Data sharing; providing technical and monitoring 

information resulting from the IMW monitoring effort. 

D. Stakeholder Outreach. 

Public participation and input will be key in the success of this project.  The District has already 

started public outreach by discussing the proposed project during the District’s Annual Meeting 

in March 2015.  Landowner support and participation during past planning efforts has lead to 

successful plans that resulted in implementation of projects and adoption of best management 

practices that have resulted in improved habitat conditions.   

A citizen task force will be assembled to ensure stakeholder input is included in the assessment 

as well as identify specific resource concerns.   
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Supplemental Questions 

None 

Comments 

Use this section to respond to the comments you will receive after your initial site visits and after 

you submit your final application. 

Response to Site Visit Comments 

Please describe how you’ve responded to the review panel’s initial site visit comments. We 

recommend that you list each of the review panel’s comments and questions and identify how you 

have responded. You also may use this space to respond directly to their comments. 

 

Draft Application / Site Visit  REVIEW PANEL comments 

Date:  June 18, 2015     Project Site Visit?  Yes  No 

Review Panel Member(s):  Slocum and Tyler 

1. Recommended improvements to make this a technically sound project according to the SRFB’s 
criteria:  

The proposal currently lacks sufficient detail to understand the approach that will be taken 

and thus the benefit of the analysis cannot be fully evaluated.  Please provide additional 

specificity on the data sets that will be used, how the data will be used to target field 

evaluations, the sequencing of office analysis and field review tasks, and how identified 

projects will be prioritized.   

We acknowledge the limited details in the proposal – this is due in part to the fact that the 

initial piece of the project is to fill in the details and scope the assessment and conceptual 

restoration design.  The District is currently working to the SRSRB to determine the best 

approach to ensure the assessment will provide the details needed.  ACCD with assistance 

from SRSRB staff will be evaluating consultants and products available to identify which 

approach best fits the conditions and needs for the Asotin Geomorphic and Watershed 

Assessment.  The vision of the project is to duplicate what was accomplished in the 

Tucannon and Touchet watersheds with the geomorphic and conceptual habitat 

restoration plans that were developed for those basins. 
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Requests for participation on the technical team will be extended to local and regional 

partners in August and the first priority will be to identify what data sets are available and 

what data sets are still needed.  We have recently received the LiDAR and aerial photos 

and are currently working with a contractor to develop the sediment budget analysis since 

those were known data gaps for current conditions in the streams and limited funding was 

available to start the process.   

The proposal’s heavy  reliance on sediment budget/routing as an indicator of limiting 

factors for salmon recovery  is potentially problematic.  SRSRB’s recovery plan identifies 

lack of large wood debris, degraded riparian conditions and substrate embeddedness 

variously as the top priority limiting factors in the Asotin County creeks.  In addition, low 

stream flows/dewatered streams are listed as imminent threats. The review panel is 

concerned that focusing the assessment on sediment budgets and analysis of LiDAR and 

aerial photos will result in a suite of projects that is biased towards bank stabilization and 

upland erosion control.   This bias was evident in restoration planning in the Touchet 

watershed in previous years and resulted (at least initially) in projects which focused more 

on stabilizing river banks and less on correcting the other factors (LWD, riparian, low flow, 

etc.) that limit salmon habitat recovery.   

The analysis of LiDAR and aerial photos and sediment budget analysis are being 

completed now since there was limited funding available in contracts from Bonneville 

Power Administration and is only the first steps to a full geomorphic and watershed 

assessment.  Those items were selected as the first priority to ensure the data sets were 

available and would not delay progress for the full assessment.   The sediment budget will 

provide information that addresses the substatesubstrate embeddedness limiting factor 

and help us understand the current sediment conditions in the stream as well as identify 

specific stream reaches where embeddedness is having the most impact to ensure the 

priority locations are being targeted.  Additional stream inventories will be need to be 

completed to address the lack of large wood debris and degraded riparian conditions 

asand will be included in the assessment process. part of the assessment.  Consideration 

for each of the identified limiting factors will be incorporated into the conceptual 

restoration plan designs. 

 

To avoid this bias in the proposed study, the review panel recommends that the sponsor 

convene the technical steering group as soon as possible to revise the scope of work of 

this proposal so that it will result in a balanced and even focus on all limiting factors.  This 

should be done before submitting the final proposal.  We also recommend that the 

sponsor engage another experienced partner, such as the Nez Perce Tribe, to help carry 

out the assessment.  The scope work of the Tucannon River Geomorphic Assessment (SRFB 

Project 10-1831) can provide useful ideas for scoping the proposed Asotin County 

assessment, as tailored to the specific habitat limitations and issues in the Asotin County 
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creeks.  One recommended change we would make over the approach taken in the 

Tucannon assessment is that reaches be delineated purely on geomorphic characteristics, 

rather than on a combination of geomorphic and socio-political boundaries. 

We agree that the Technical Committee needs to be convened as soon as possible to assist 

in developing and revising the scope of work for this proposal; however, this group won’t 

likely be able to meet until August or September.  The information and scope of work for 

this project proposal was taken directly from the Tucannon River Geomorphic Assessment 

(10-1831). 

Please revisit the “goals and objectives” question in the application form and follow the 

form’s guidance to reformulate the goals and objectives.  As written, they do not relevantly 

address the problem statement.    

See updated section 3 and 4 A and B. 

At the proposal presentation, the sponsor said that the scope could include identifying 

potential parcels for protecting with conservation easements.  This task would strengthen 

the overall benefit of the project, and we recommend that a budget item be included for 

reviewing parcel maps and for coordinating with Blue Mountain Land Trust or a similar 

land conservation organization to advise with this task. 

See updated section 5 B and the attached budget 

Language was added to the scope of work section of the proposal to ensure conservation 

easements are considered and explored during the assessment process. Priority locations 

for conservation easements will be identified and the District will work with a land trust 

and/or other organizations to provide landowners with detailed information and options 

regarding enrolling property into an easement.    

 

2. Missing Pre-application information: 
 

3. General Comments: 
 

4. Staff Comments: 
Please be sure to address all comments I provided when I reviewed the application in May (if 
you haven’t already done so), along with completing all other final application requirements 
listed in Section 3 of RCO Manual 18 
http://www.rco.wa.gov/documents/manuals&forms/Manual_18.pdf.  All changes to your 
proposal should be made using “Track Changes” in Word. 

 Done. 

Formatted: Font color: Red

Formatted: Font color: Red

Formatted: Font color: Red

Formatted: Font color: Red

Formatted: Font color: Red

http://www.rco.wa.gov/documents/manuals&forms/Manual_18.pdf
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Response to Post-Application Comments 

Please describe how you’ve responded to the review panel’s post-application comments. We 

recommend that you list each of the review panel’s comments and questions and identify how you 

have responded. You also may use this space to respond directly to their comments. 

 

 















SRFB Request Match

Project Management and Oversight 9,000                    6000 3000

Contract Development and Selection 3,000                    1500 1500

Landowner Outreach 5,000                    2500 2500

Citizen & Technical Team Meetings and Coordination 8,000                    3000 5000

Collect and Synthesize Existing Data and Reports, including LiDAR and 

Sediment Budget 20,000                 10,000              10000
Conduct field reconnaissance 20,000                 10,000              10000

Identify restoration options for conceptual designs and potential locations 

for conservation easements 15,000                 10,000              5000

Conduct detailed field surveys on selected design sites and review parcel 

maps for potential conservation easements 30,000                 20,000              10000

Prepare designs and assessment report providing field summaries along 

with rational for the decision process 30,000                 15,000              15000

Finalize the Geomorphic Assessment and Conceptual Restoration Plan 

including delivering GIS layers and printed and electronic documents 40,000                 22,000              18000

Total SRFB Request $100,000.00

Match $80,000.00

Total Project Cost* 180,000.00$       

*Budgeted expenses for contracted services cost estimates may be 

modified through the contractor selection process 

Asotin County Geomorphic/Watershed Assessment

Draft Cost Estimate
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